SATBUSS Minutes, June 13th 2023

Participants: Oliver Krancher, Anna Elizabeth Thomsen, Jens Christian Felumb, Sebastian Butler, Emil Ulrik Gregersen, Fie Crusell Pedersen, Anne Jensen (secretary)

- Approval of agenda
  - Approved – one item moved to next meeting.
- Course evaluations from Spring 2023 - GBI
  - No representatives from DIM and ILM, so only GBI will present the course evaluations at this meeting. DIM and ILM will be discussed at the first meeting of next semester.
  - For GBI it has been a good semester. GBI average is 4.7 (ITU average is 4.5). GBI is the bachelor programme with the highest average score, which is a continuation from last semester and good to see.
  - A lot of courses have received good scores – the two electives are very popular. Business Process Modelling and Automation has improved compared to the previous version of the course, IT & Business Process Modelling, the students are happy about the addition of automation. A group of students have been worried about the workload and especially regarding the exam – this will be looked into together with the structure of the course, which was commented by several students as well.
    Comment: The students are still unsure about the exam next week and the exam looks very similar to the one on DIMs course, Process Innovation.
  - Database Use and Design has a lower score than last year and Oliver will talk to the course manager about making a few changes.
  - Global Project Management scored below the average and Oliver and the course manager will be looking into optimizing the course.
  - IT & Work Design has dropped a bit in score from last year. Oliver will talk to the teaching team to make sure that the structure will be improved for next year.
  - Even though IT-Enabled Process Improvement got a good score, Oliver still want to make a few changes based on the comments. There is an overlap/coordination issue with Business Process Modelling and Automation to be dealt with.
  - Philosophy of Science and Technology has improved and the changes which have been made from last year seems to improve the overall interest and satisfaction with the course.

- Programme specific ILOs for final projects
  - Moved to the first SATBUSS meeting of the autumn 2023 semester, since there are no representatives from ILM and DIM.

- GBI Revision – draft presentation for SAT